JOURNEY OF ONENESS THROUGH CHAPER 2017

Community Gathering Response Sheet

Please send response by December 18, 2015.

**Invitation:** The Institute Chapter Planning Committee and leadership want to gather the *collective* insights and wisdom that emerged from our sisters gathered across the Institute as they engaged in dialogue around our Journey of Oneness.

**Integration:** We have shared our individual reflections after contemplating our “Journey of Oneness” document and engaged each other in what emerged from our reflections. We are aware of the richness of our reflections and how they have brought us to this moment.

**Hopeful Response:** We want to share our deepest *collective* response from this dialogue rather than offer a summary or even a synthesis. We want to name our deepest *collective* desire for what we hope both leadership and the Institute Chapter Planning Committee will hold and carry forward as we plan the 2017 Institute Chapter as well as walk the path towards greater Oneness.

*In light of the dialogue we engaged in today, what you would name as most important for leadership and the Institute Chapter Planning Committee to hold and carry forward?*


Community/ies:
Place:
Approximate number of participants:
Sisters:  Associates:  Companions:
Mercy volunteers:  Other (specify):
Date:
Email response to:  ecampbell@sistersofmercy.org